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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Reviewers,

Thank you for your hard works and giving me great help in my manuscript revision.

Our response letter contains a point-by-point reply to Reviewer’s reports.

For reviewer 1 report

Please pay attention to write references correctly according to journal's guideline. for example, for references with more than 6 authors the term et al. should be used.

Thank you for your good advice. Yes, We have revised the references of our manuscript according to journal's guideline.

For example,

before revision for No.1 in references:

after revision for No.1 in references:


And Other revisions(references 2-12) are the same as above.

For reviewer 2 reports

1. Have authors reported this serious adverse event to the China Food and Drug Administration (CFDA) through an official reporting system? If yes, please add this information to the manuscript. If it has not been reported to the CFDA, please act on the reporting ASAP and add this information into the manuscript. Please note that reporting a serious adverse event to the CFDA may change the regulation of this medication, which will benefit public in a better way than publishing a manuscript only.

Thank you very much for your good suggestions. Yes, we have reported this serious adverse event to the China Food and Drug Administration (CFDA) through an official reporting system.
We have added a sentence about this information to the manuscript at the end of Case presentation “This serious adverse event has been reported to the China Food and Drug Administration through the national adverse drug reaction surveillance system (No.3701011011107321800095)”

2. The language of the current manuscript is not of an acceptable level for publication. I suggest authors working closely with a strong native editor of medical English to improve the quality of language for further preparing this manuscript for publication.

Thank you for your good suggestions. Yes, We have revised s the language of our manuscript with the help of International Science Editing(Bay K, unit 11a, Shannon Freezone-west, Shannon, Co. Clare Ireland). Please see “Revised manuscript for all changes”
Although we do our best to revise our manuscript, maybe there is something wrong with it. We deeply appreciate your consideration of our manuscript and look forward to receiving suggestions from you. If you have any queries, please don’t hesitate to contact me at the address below.

Thank you and best regards.

Yours sincerely,

Wenfei Li, MD PHD